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Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) has been used to study the structural 

environment of VIV ions doped in the metal-organic framework (MOF) DUT-5(Al) 

((AlIIIOH)BPDC). At least three different vanadyl components are observed in the EPR 

spectrum, two of them are present at low VIV concentrations: a broad-line component, a 

narrow-line component linked to a large pore state of the structure. At higher VIV 

concentrations a third vanadyl component linked to the narrow pore state of the structure 

appears. By recording the EPR spectra at X- and Q-band, spin-Hamiltonian parameters 

were derived for all three components. Similarities with a related MOF, MIL-53(Al) 

((AlIIIOH)BDC), are discussed. 

Introduction 

Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are ordered porous crystalline materials constructed 

of metal ions connected by organic linkers. Because of their many interesting properties, 

a diverse scale of applications are being explored (e.g., catalysis, gas adsorption, 

separation and storage). For the research presented here we use DUT-5(Al), which 

consists of Al(OH) chains linked by biphenyl-4,4’-dicarboxylate (BPDC), creating a rigid 

lattice with large one-dimensional pores. In (VIV=O)BPDC, i.e. COMOC-2(V), part of 

the framework exhibits the breathing phenomenon: the framework can reversibly change 

from an open (large pore) to a closed (narrow pore) structure. In general breathing can be 

induced by various external triggers like temperature, mechanical pressure or exposure to 

(and the presence of) certain gasses. In the case of COMOC-2(V), exposure to CO2 

triggers the transitions [1]. 

Recent work showed that EPR spectroscopy using V(IV) as a paramagnetic probe is able 

to distinguish between the large pore and the narrow pore state of a closely related MOF, 

V-doped MIL-53(Al) ((AlIIIOH)BDC, BDC: 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate). The g and 51V A 

tensors for these dopant ions were determined in both states and the transition between 

both framework states was investigated using EPR and XRD measurements [2-4]. In 

mixed (AlIIIOH)x(V
IV=O)1-xBPDC MOFs, an EPR spectral component was observed that 

showed similar characteristics as VIV=O in large pore MIL-53(Al), but also other 

components were found [5]. 

Results 

In the present study we further explore the EPR spectrum of the mixed-metal MOFs. 

Spin-Hamiltonian parameters were derived from X- (9.5 GHz) and Q-band (34 GHz) 

spectra. Doping DUT-5(Al) with low (1% - 7%) concentrations of VIV reveals two 



components in the EPR spectrum measured in vacuum: a narrow-line and a broad-line 

component. Both have a spectrum typical for well dispersed vanadyl ions. The narrow-

line component, which becomes visible by subtracting the spectrum measured at ambient 

air pressure from the spectrum at low pressure, has spin-Hamiltonian parameters nearly 

identical to the parameters of the large pore state of V-doped MIL-53(Al) and also 

exhibits the same EPR linewidth broadening with oxygen pressure. The spin-Hamiltonian 

parameters of the broad-line component, dominant at ambient air pressure, have 

characteristics of both narrow pore and large pore state parameters of V-doped MIL-

53(Al). As such it is not possible to easily determine its origin. Additional research will 

be needed to identify this component. Going to higher (9%+) concentrations of VIV 

reveals two additional spectral components. First, the z-component hyperfine pattern of 

an additional isolated vanadyl center is observed, with spin-Hamiltonian parameters 

comparable to the parameters of the narrow pore state of V-doped MIL-53(Al). Secondly, 

a broad single line without hyperfine structure, similar to the spectrum of COMOC-2(V), 

steadily grows with increasing VIV concentration until the structure from other 

components is no more visible at high (66%+) VIV concentrations. 

Figure 1: Experimental Q-band (34 GHz) room 

temperature powder EPR spectra of A: DUT-

5(Al), doped with increasing (1% to 23%) 

concentrations of VIV. Arrows indicate the 

additional features attributed to VIV=O in the 

narrow pore framework state. B: DUT-5(Al), 

doped with increasing (46% to 81%) 

concentrations of VIV and COMOC-2(V) C: 

COMOC-2(V). Black - experiment, red – 

simulation with g// = 1.957 and g┴ = 1.968. The 

spectra are normalized in height. 
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